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Print the pa�ern on US Le�er (8.5 x 11) paper. It is very important 
to print at 1:1 scale. Where applicable, the  pa�ern will print on 
mul�ple pages. Arrange the pages matching up the numbers and 
le�ers (e.g. 1B to 1B). Cut or fold one of sides and match the edge 
to its corresponding side. Then, tape together and cut out the 
pa�ern shapes. 

Trace the pa�ern pieces from the pa�ern sheet onto the wrong side 
of the fabric. 

Standard seam allowance is 3/8 inches throughout unless otherwise 
stated.

1. Prepare fabric panel per Prepara�ons and mark fold lines 
on wrong side. 

2. Wrong sides facing out, a�ach zipper to panel at both ends. 

Seam allowance 0.3 inches. Flip right sides out and top s�tch 
along teeth to finish. If necessary, open zipper fully to top 
s�tch both sides.

3. Fold panel and lightly press to form Front, Back, and Top. 
Pin within seam allowance as necessary.

4. Sew one side closed with 3/8" seam allowance. Repeat on 
other side. Reinforce zipper ends. 
OPTIONAL: add webbing loop and/or key clip at this step. 

5. Trim seam allowance and flip right side out. Press firm 
along top, back, and front fold lines. 

6. Top s�tch along side, stop at zipper s�tch line. Top s�tching 
keeps wallet flat and captures seam allowance inside to 
prevent fraying. Repeat on other side.

Symbols

Fold Line
A broken line indicates the fold 
edge of a double layer of fabric. 
A broken line pa�ern edge must 
be placed on a fold and not cut. 

Seam Marks 
Shown on curved or long seams, 
these small lines perpendicular 
to the cu�ng line indicate edges 
to be matched. Align the seam 
marks to one another.

Lengthening
For long pa�ern pieces, this 
symbol indicates you must 
lengthen the piece before 
cu�ng. Lengthen the pa�ern 
from the point of arrow by the 
amount indicated. 2
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Joining Line
Large pa�ern pieces must be 
taped together a�er they have 
been traced on paper. Red 
colored lines indicate matched 
edges. Small triangles indicated 
alignment points.

Materials
One zipper, YKK #3
One fabric panel
Op�onal: Pull cord, webbing loop, or key clip

Fabric recommenda�ons:
      PU Coated Nylon or Silnylon 
      X-PAC VX07
      Dyneema Composite Fabric

An ultralight, minimalist "trail wallet" perfectly sized for securely 
holding cash, credit cards, ID, and any other small personal items. 
Made from ultralight fabrics, this travel wallet weights only a few 
grams and is weather resistant. Consider adding a webbing loop or 
key clip to this func�onal pouch for a�aching inside your backpack.

Hiker Wallet
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Hiker Wallet Pa�ern
3/8 inch seam allowance typical
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